Solution brief

Stormshield Data Security for Cloud
WITH DROPBOX
End-to-end encryption
of shared documents

Retains the Dropbox
user experience

THE CLOUD – UNDERPINNING
ORGANIZATIONS' DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Users have control over
their encryption keys

THE CLOUD'S RISKS AND SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS
The confidentiality, integrity, and reversibility of data are all
factors frequently referenced in discussions about reasons
for not using cloud-based services.

Mobility and connectivity
Mobile tools have become considerably more sophisticated
(around 1.4 billion smartphones were sold in 2015) and are
now deployed on a massive scale in companies. Employees
have become connected nomads. These tools have enabled
them to increase their productivity —they can now access
information and professional apps while on the move.

Open collaboration
Organizations —alongside their employees, clients, and suppliers— are part of open, globalized ecosystems. Productivity
and collaboration tools have become essential.

Cost of IT infrastructure
The ever increasing volume of data production and sharing
brings with it the problem of how much it costs to store this
data inside companies.
As a result, the cloud is favored as a means of reducing the
overall cost of their IT infrastructure and rendering it more
modular so it can grow to keep pace with the organization's
needs. Cloud usage has become significantly more widespread
in organizations. 90% of them now use the cloud for storing
and remotely accessing applications, as well as for improving
collaboration with their ecosystem as part of their digital
transformation.

Applications and data are managed and hosted by external
service providers which —without any kind of encryption—
can access the information.
And yet, regulations governing personal and health data, as well
as corporate secrets, also apply to information stored in the
cloud. Organizations have to ensure that they apply the necessary security measures for guaranteeing its confidentiality and
preventing unauthorized third parties from accessing it.

THE STORMSHIELD DATA SECURITY
SOLUTION FOR TRANSITIONING TO THE
CLOUD WITH COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND
To embrace all these challenges, Stormshield —a world leading
data protection company— has developed the Stormshield
Data Security for Cloud solution to ensure confidentiality of data
stored and shared in the Cloud using certified encryption.
This innovative solution has been developed to utilize the
user-friendly design and performance of Dropbox services. IT
services can use SDS for Cloud to provide users with Dropbox
while adding additional security features: support of corporate
PKI, smartcard and biometric authentication, and country
access restriction.
Stormshield Data Security for Cloud was designed to enable a
secure and straightforward transition to cloud-based services
and support an organization’s digital transformation.
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• End-to-end encryption of shared documents using a certified
trusted solution, developed by Stormshield

• Retains the Dropbox user experience and transparent
encryption

• Unique encryption key for each file, limiting data leaks in the
event of keys being compromised

• Retains Dropbox features and functions: team folders can
be created, files can be shared, data can be reliably stored,
capacity can be upgraded as needs change, and deleted files
can be recovered

• Users have control over encryption keys, ensuring complete
protection of data: it cannot be accessed by the cloud services
supplier
• Access control: strong token-based authentication, supported
by Dropbox, for accessing shared folders; with Stormshield
Data Security, access rules for encrypted documents can be
created by the manager(s) of the shared folder
• Administrators have control over the life-cycle of confidential
information. The history of operations on documents can
be viewed, together with the identities of the users who
performed them

• Integration into Active Directory for more straightforward
management of provisioning, access rights, and sharing
• Mixed Cloud environments with partners and suppliers are
supported. The ability to send encrypted documents to other
sharing platforms so that they can be read and edited (Office
365, Sharepoint Online, Google Drive, etc.)
• Multi-platform solution: users can access their data from
any type of terminal, without changing their established
working habits

• Automatic warnings issued in the event of unauthorized
attempts to access documents
• Option to delegate access rights to a third party if an employee
leaves so that confidential information can be easily retrieved
• Can be used with DLP, SIEM, and eDiscovery type solutions
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